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Concrete Post-Placement Checklist

POST CONCRETE PLACEMENT PROCEDURES

At the completion of the placement of concrete in the walls, and 
before leaving the jobsite, there are number of very important 
activities and inspections that need to be completed. 

 • This is an important timeframe to make sure everything has 
  been completed, installed and is secure
 • While the concrete is green there may be the possibility to 
  correct any unanticipated problems 
 • Take this list and develop your own checklist, making sure to 
  follow it. Even experience installers need a checklist as a reminder.    

POST CONCRETE PLACEMENT CHECKLIST

  Ensure all walls have been properly consolidated
  Ensure all tight areas such as corners of openings, under beam 
  pockets, etc., have been consolidated 
  Ensure all dowels, anchor bolts, straps, etc. have been installed 
  in top of wall, if required
  Ensure all service penetrations and sleeves have been installed 
  and are in good condition
  Ensure top of wall is trowelled off for sill plate, if required
  Check all opening supports and buck systems for any movement 
  Ensure all embedments, floor connectors, etc. have been installed 
  and have not moved
  Re-check all walls for straightness, plumb and level.  
  Restrict activity on the scaffolding to minimize movement, once 
  the walls and alignment are set. 
  If continuing with laying blocks, ensure top of block’s interlock 
  is clear and clean of concrete
  If top of wall is a cold joint, check level of concrete in top block 
  is below the top crossbar of the web and is left exposed
  Cold joint concrete is unfinished should be left as a rough surface 
  for better bonding
  Cold joints dowels are positioned as per design. 
  Check for adequate concrete coverage over floor connectors  
  Check alignment system bracing foot to ensure it is secure and 
  has not moved
  Remove any concrete around inside of the walls and on the 
  alignment system
  In anticipation of weather conditions, install protection over the 
  top of wall from snow or ice.
  In anticipation of high winds prior, to full curing of the concrete, 
  possibly add temporary bracing to the exterior side of the wall 
  and/or check and reinforce the brace pole foot connections

Print and use this checklist and have 
members of the crew be aware

of the checks.

Refer to the following checklists:
1.02.01 Fox Blocks Installation Checklist 
1.14.05 Step by Step Project Checklist

1.14.06 Concrete Pre-Placement Checklist

Everyone on the crew should be aware of 
this checklist, the more eyes on the job the 
quicker and faster procedures are followed.
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  In cold weather, (below freezing), insulate the top of the wall and 
  around all openings and areas where concrete is exposed. 
  Clean concrete from all tools – shovels, trowels, vibrator, 
  bracing, etc.    

Installers are encouraged to follow this checklist to ensure walls are 
completed as intended, safe and ready for the curing process over 
the next few days. 

PREPARING FOR THE NEXT BUILDING LEVEL

Once you have completed concrete placement on one level and 
will be coming back to complete the next level of walls there are 
some guidelines to follow to ensure structural integrity of the 
walls and safety.  

 • Concrete will achieve 40% of its design strength in 3 days. 
 • Backfill may not occur until all the walls are laterally supported
  by the floor system

Typically, it is recommended to allow 2-3 days for the concrete to 
cure. Schedule to place concrete on a Thursday or Friday and leave 
the walls until Monday before starting to work on them again. 

  The floor system can start to be installed the following day and, 
  if applicable, the bracing scaffolding system could be left in place 
  to assist with this work. If not, the alignment, bracing and scaffold 
  system needs to be removed and stored in a convenient location, 
  before moving to the next level
  Save and utilize and cut blocks, accessories and rebar that may 
  be used on the next level or the next project.
  While waiting for the floor system to be installed, prepare window 
  and door bucks for the next level
  Organize materials and bracing systems to be moved on to the 
  new floor system
  Once the sub-floor is complete, begin moving materials on to the 
  floor to install the next level of ICFs, following same procedures as 
  with the first level walls. Maintain the 6' clearance around the 
  perimeter for the bracing system
  Layout out and mark all window and door rough openings 
  onto subfloor. 
  Before laying blocks check all the interlock joints are clean
  Check the cold joint concrete is clean, remove any debris, 
  sawdust, snow or ice, etc.  
  Ensure all cold joints have correct reinforcement and proper 
  non-contact lap lengths

If the bracing system is removed, within 
1-3 days after concrete placement, 

recommend that all walls be temporarily 
supported until the floor or roof assembly is 
installed to provide adequate lateral support. 
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PROJECT COMPLETION
 
Once you have completed the placement of concrete, and the 
ICF portion of the project is complete there is a sequence of tasks 
to follow.  
 
  Ensure anchor bolts, straps and/or ties are embedded in concrete
  When installing the sill plates, do not fully tighten anchor bolts set 
  in the green concrete, allow concrete to cure at least 7 days 
  After the concrete walls have had time to cure, the bracing system 
  may be removed. If required, install temporary bracing on long or 
  tall walls until adequate lateral support is attached
  In high wind situations, temporarily brace all walls, if floor or roof 
  system is not installed
  Protect and insulate top of wall and any exposed uncured concrete 
  areas from freezing 
  Clean the bracing system before storing or returning to rental shop
  Remove temporary support at openings and all strapping
  Stack and bundle any remaining ICF blocks and part block for 
  future projects  
  Any blocks that are considered waste, in some areas may 
  be recycled 
  Clean and prep exterior below grade walls for installation of 
  waterproofing material
  Clean prep above grade exterior walls for application of 
  exterior finish 
  Repair any larger gaps or holes in the EPS surface with spray foam

SUMMARY

Most of the items in these checklists will come as second nature with 
experience.  Following these steps will improve efficiency, safety and 
the quality of the Fox Blocks assembly.

Recycle all ICF waste materials to 
achieve a ‘zero waste’ goal

Refer to Fox Blocks website Resource Center 
and YouTube library for more information

Install Fox Blocks stickers and/or 
banner, plus your business marketing 

material/signage in a prominent location 
to promote this build. 


